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This invention" relates in‘ general to the propulsion of 
boats‘ and other amphibious crafts by the forceful dis 
charge of a jet of water from‘ the rear of the craft, the 
jet‘ being‘ produced'by pump means located in the craft 
drawing in Water for the jet from an intake on the bottom 
of the craft. 
More especially the present’ invention relates to means 

by’ which‘ the jet of water, constantly‘ and forcibly dis 
charged'from the rear of a motor boat, can be ‘employed 
for efficiently guiding and'maneuvering the'boat as well 
as for propelling or‘ thrusting ‘it forwardly. 
An object of the invention is to provide improved 

means for discharging a jet of water in'conical form from 
the rear of a boat for the purpose of driving the boat for 
wardly in the water. 

Another object is to provide improved ‘means for effec 
tively controlling the direction in which such jet isQdiS 
charged and thereby controlling the direction in which the 
vboat is driven forwardly by the discharged jet. 
A related object is to provide directing means‘for the 

discharged conical driving jet of water which will not 
restrict or reduce the size of the jet when'the jet is di 
rected'to one side or the other in the steering of the'boat. 
A further object of the invention is' to provide improved 

means whereby the forcibly discharged Water may also 
be employed for driving the boat in reverse direction. 
An additional and important object is to provide im 

proved guidi‘ng means whereby the discharged'water, when 
employed for' driving the boat in'reverse direction, can 
also‘have its direction modi?ed so as to enable the boat 
to be guided when being driven in reverse, thus consider 
ably’ adding to the maneuverability of the boat. 

The manner in which these objects and other advantages 
are attained‘ and the construction and operation of the 
improved maneuvering means constituting the present in 
vention will be readily understood from the following brief 
description with reference‘to'the accompanying‘drawings. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional elevation 

of the rear portion of‘the motor boat showing, in eleva 
tion, the improved driving and maneuvering means; 

7 FIG. 2 is a sectional elevation, drawn to a larger scale,‘ 
of the jet discharging and directing'assembly, the reversing 
shutter being shown in full lines in-its raised or normal 
position and in broken lines in its lowered position for 
causing the boat to be driven in reverse; 
FIG. 3 is'a section on line 3-3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a section on line 4-4‘of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is a section on line 5—5 of FIG. 1 but drawn 

to the same scale as FIGS. 2, 3 and 4; 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary section on line 6—6'of FIG. 2; 
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FIG; 7 is an end view of the jet~directing member taken _ 
on line 7—-7 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 8 is a fragm'entarysection on line 8—8 of FIG. 1 

but drawn to the same scale as FIGS. 2 to 7; and‘ 
FIG. 9 is a section on line 9'—-9 of FIG. 8 taken through 

one of the series of'stationary directional'vanes cooperat 
ing with the rotating pumping blades to produce a straight, 
non-rotating stream of water for the jet-discharging noz; 
zle. 

or transom of the boat 10 are indicated by the reference 
Referring ?rst to FIG. 1, the bottom and the rear wall 
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2, 
characters‘ 11' and'12 respectively.’ The'motor in the boat‘ 
(not shown) drives the shaft 1'3‘to which theshaft 14' 
for the pump blades or propellers is attached The pump" 
assembly is mounted in a housing and conduit indicated‘ 
in general by‘the reference‘character 15, which/ is prefer 
ably formed of sections bolted? together and which leads: 
from an' intake opening 16 in‘ the (bottom of‘ the boat to‘ 
a circular opening‘ in their-‘ear Wall‘o'r transomi 12' of they 
boat.‘ A suitable grating and screen (not shown’): are 
mounted at the intake opening 16 to preveiit'rock's‘ or 
other objects, which might cause‘ damage to‘ the- pump 
blades‘, from being drawn into the conduit‘ through’ the‘ 
opening 16. j 

The particulatp'uinp assembly, which is ‘preferably used, 
is shown‘ in: FIG. 8 ‘ and includes three, longitudinally 
spaced, pumping propellers‘17‘, Y18 and 19‘ which are 
secured to the driven pump shaft 14, and a'pair'iof sets 
of stationary‘directional‘vanes 2tl'and 21’ which are-inter 
posed between the‘ pump propellers. This portion of the 
pumping assembly does not constitute part: of‘ the present 
invention since such pumping means in themselves are 
old in" the art‘. Also it is to be’ understood that'other 
pump‘ assemblies could‘ be‘ substituted in place of that 
shown. The particular’pum'p assembly illustrated, how 
ever, has been found to be very satisfactory and is there 
fore‘ regarded as the preferred type of assembly for use 
withl'the invention. 
The piimp assembly discharges into a jet‘ nozzle 22 

which'is mounted on theout'side of the transom 12 of the 
boat in registration with the rear end of the housing or 
conduit‘ 15. A casting 23 containing an end set of sta 
tionary, radially extending, directional‘ vanes is'secured 
in the base of the nozzle 22 and is‘ formed‘ with a hub 
24_ (see also'FIGS. 2 and 3); This‘hub has a‘ recess in 
which is‘moiinted‘ a‘ beariiig‘ 25 for the end of the pump 
shaft 14‘,'and‘the'hub 24‘istpi'referably extended and given 
a' torpedo shape as shown in FIG; 2. The purpose of 
the sets’ of stationary directional vanes 20 and 21-, and 
especially of the ?nal stationary radial vanes ‘in the cast 
ing 23",is‘ to cause a straight non-rotating'st-ream’ of water 
to be delivered to the nozzle 22. 

It‘ will be noted from FIG. 2 that the axis'of the dis 
charging end of the nozzle 22'is shown? as havingian-upé 
ward slope with respect to the pump shaft 154“ and the 
bottom'lll of the boat. The reason for'this is that the 
bott'or'ii of the boat, ofthe type indicated, willin'ot' remain‘ 
horizontal'when the boat is driven through the watei‘hut‘ 
will slope'vtupiwardly and forwardly’ as the bow of the beat‘ 
rides over the' surface of the water. It has been found, 
with the'boat'driving means ‘of the present invention, that 
the most e?iciency is obtained when the driving jet of‘ 
water is substantially horizontal or parallel with the water 
surface. 

Referring now to FIGS. 1, 2 and’4, a'housing'eon'sisting 
of two companion ‘members 26 and' 27, which are bolted 
together, extends about the nozzle 22 spaced from the" 
nozzle. The inner member 26'h'as' an annular" ?ange 26" 
which extends around over the annular ?angei ZTofthe, 
nozzle 22, and'b'oth'?ange's are sec‘uredpto the'trans'om'l2 
of the boat by suitable bolts 28. The twocompanion 
membersyZh and 27 have registering adjacent annular 
?anges 29 and'30 respectively and are secured together by 
bolts extending through th'es'e’?arig‘es. It will be noted that 
these companion members form an open" housing con 
stitutinga substantial portion of a hollow sphere. ‘ Also 
it‘will benotéd from FIGS. 1 and Z‘that- the adjacent 
?anges 29 and 30 extend in a plane which is-perpendicu 
lar to the axis of the discharging'end of the nozzle 22._ 
A jetédirecting member 31 has any inner portion 31' 

which is also in the shape of a spherical segment and is 
so mounted in the housing formed by the members 26 
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and 27 as to have this portion concentric with the hous 
ing. This inner portion 31' of the jet-directing member 
is also formed with a pair of diametrically opposite, ex 
ternal, radially extending, pivot shafts 32 and 33 (FIG. 
2), and the adjacent flanges 29 and 30 of the surrounding 
housing have mating-offset portions which provide chan 
nels in which these two pivot shafts are rotatably mount 
ed. Thus the jet-directing member 31 is rotatable to a 
limited extent on an axis perpendicular to the axis of 
the discharging end of the nozzle 22, and consequently, 
when the axis of the nozzle 22 is substantially horizontal 
with the boat in operation, the jet-directing member can 
be moved to a limited extent laterally in a substantially 
horizontal plane. 

It will be noted from FIG. 6 that the jet-directing 
member 31 is somewhat elliptical in cross section where 
the partially spherical portion 31’ joins the outer end 
portion, and that the major axis in this elliptical cross 
section part is horizontal. The purpose of this is to avoid 
any appreciable interference with the jet from the nozzle 
22 when the jet-directing member 31 is turned to one 
side or the other. This elliptical directing member has 
in effect a built in angle of 15° on each side which not 
only prevents steering tube interference with jet stream 
but also increases sensitivity in introducing change of 
angle of impingement on the jet stream during turning. 
Furthermore the inner diameter at the rear or outer end 
of member 31 is still greater than the inner diameter at 
the discharging end of the nozzle 22. Consequently no 
restriction of the discharged jet takes place. Thus, even 
when the jet from the nozzle 22 is directed to one side 
or the other by the member 31, as required for the steer 
ing of the boat, there is no reduction in the size of the 
jet. This is one of the important features of the present 
invention since it remedies a defect found in some other 
jet assemblies for driving and steering boats. 
At the outer end of the jet-directing member 31 the 

underside of this member is cut back for a short distance 
and formed with a turned under wall, as shown at 34 in 
FIGS. 2 and 4. A directing ba?le 35 is located below 
this opening, the purpose of which will be presently ap 
parent. Each of the rear edges at the sides of the outer 
end of the member 31 is curved, as shown at 36 in FIG. 2 
in order to enable a shutter 37, formed with a curved 
outer wall, to swing down closely but freely over the 
outer end of the member 31. The shutter 37 has a pair 
of side pieces which are pivotally mounted on the mem 
ber 31, the two pivotal mountings being in transverse 
horizontal alignment and the line determined by these 
two mountings constitutes the center line for the curva 
ture of the outer wall of the shutter 37 and also the cen 
ter of curvature of the curved rear side edges on the 
member 31. The bottom wall of the baf?e 35 also has 
substantially the same curvature as the outer wall of the 
shutter 37. 
The shutter 37 is normally in the raised position shown 

in FIG. 1 and shown in full lines in FIG. 2, and thus en 
tirely out of the path of the jet when the boat is being 
driven forwardly. However, when the boat is required 
to be driven in reverse direction, the lowering of the shut 
ter to the broken line position shown in FIG. 2, blocks 
the normal path of the jet and forces the water from the 
jet to be discharged downwardly and forwardly through 
the cutaway portion 34 in the bottom of the member 31 
and over the ba?le 35. The lowered shutter 37 rests 
against the top of the ba?le 35 and the wall of the shutter 
and the bottom wall of the ba?ie then form a continuous 
curved guideway for reversing the jet. 
A steering quadrant 38 (FIGS. 1, 2 and 5) is secured 

to the top pivot shaft 33 of the jet-directing member 31. 
A steering cable 39, secured to this quadrant, passes 
through openings 44 in the transom 12 of the boat and is 
then led past suitable guide pulleys on opposite sides of 
the boat respectively to the steering wheel or other steer 
ing control (not shown) located in the boat. 
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A shutter-operating pulley 40 is pivotally mounted on 
a shaft supported in a pair of brackets 41 (FIGS. 1 and 
5) mounted on the steering quadrant 38 and extending 
upwardly from the quadrant on opposite sides of a slot 
provided in the steering quadrant for the pulley 40. A 
link 42 (FIGS. 1 and 2), having one end pivotally con 
nected to the pulley 40 and the other end pivotally con 
nected to the shutter 37, causes the shutter to be lowered 
or raised by the partial rotation of the pulley (thus clock 
wise, as viewed in FIG. 2, for lowering the shutter, and 
counter-clockwise for returning the shutter to normal 
raised position). A cable 43, secured to the pulley 40 
and directed over suitable guide means, is attached to a 
reversing control in the boat (not shown) and enables 
the shutter 37 to be lowered whenever the boat is to be 
driven in reverse and to be raised whenever the boat is 
driven in the normal forward direction. 

Since the reversing shutter 37 is mounted on the mem 
ber 31 and since the steering quadrant 38 for the entire 
member 31 carries a control pulley for the shutter, the 
turning of the member 31 to one side or the other through 
the steering mechanism of the boat can take place either 
when the shutter 37 is in the raised position or when it 
is in the lowered position. Consequently with this device 
it is possible to guide or steer the boat when the boat is 
being driven in reverse direction as well as when it is 
being driven forwardly. This is an important feature of 
the invention since the ability to guide the boat when 
driven in reverse direction adds considerably to its maneu~ 
verability, particularly in the case of light speed boats, 
for which the present invention is especially adaptable. 
Minor modi?cations might be made in the different 

parts of the mechanism herein described without depart 
ing from the principle of the invention. However, the 
particular construction and mounting of the jet-directing 
member with respect to the jet nozzle, and the arrange 
ment of the reversing shutter on the jet-directing member 
as illustrated, have proved very satisfactory and accord~ 
ingly are considered as the preferred arrangement and 
construction for the carrying out of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. In a ship propulsion mechanism including a water 

conduit having an outlet through the rear wall of the ship 
and an inlet located in the ship forwardly of the rear 
wall with pumping means in the conduit for producing 
a rapid ?ow of water therethrough, the combination of a 
jet-forming nozzle on the outside of the rear wall of the 
ship over the conduit outlet, said nozzle terminating in a 
discharging tip, a jet-directing member, said member 
having a forward portion extending around and spaced 
from the outside of said nozzle tip and a rear portion 
having a channel, the front entrance to said channel 
spaced rearwardly beyond said nozzle tip for receiving 
and directing the jet from said nozzle, a shutter pivotally 
mounted on the rear end of said rear portion of said 
member to swing up and down over the rear end of said 
channel, means for operating said shutter, the bottom 
of said channel having an opening at the rear discharg 
ing end of said channel, a nozzle on the bottom side of 
the rear portion of said member leading downwardly and 
forwardly from said bottom opening in said channel, 
whereby, when said shutter is in lowered position, the 
jet from said nozzle received in said channel will be 
forced to pass through said opening and thereby produce 
a force for rearward propulsion of the ship, pivotal 
mounting means for said jet-directing member support 
ing said member for limited lateral swing with respect to 
said nozzle while maintaining the axis of said channel 
of said jet-directing member in the same plane with the 
axis of said nozzle tip, and steering means connected 
with said jet-directing member controlling the directional 
position of said channel with respect to said nozzle, where 
by said steering means will serve to steer the ship during 
forward travel when said shutter is in raised position, 
and during rearward travel when said shutter is lowered. 
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2. In a ship propulsion mechanism including a water 
conduit having an outlet through the rear wall of the ship 
and an inlet located in the ship forwardly of the rear wall 
with pumping means in the conduit for producing a rapid 
?ow of water therethrough, the combination of a jet 
forming nozzle on the outside of the rear wall of the ship 
over the conduit outlet, said nozzle terminating in a dis 
charging tip, a jet-directing member, said member hav 
ing a forward portion extending around and spaced from 
the outside of said nozzle and a rear portion having a 
channel, the front entrance to said channel spaced rear 
wardly beyond said nozzle tip for receiving and directing 
the jet from said nozzle, a shutter pivotally mounted on 
the rear end of said rear portion of said member to swing 
up and down over ‘the discharging end of said channel, 
means for operating said shutter, the bottom of said chan~ 
nel having an opening at the rear discharging end of said 
channel, a ?ow-directing element connected with said 
opening and forming a downwardly and forwardly fac 
ing discharge nozzle with the lower external surface of 
the rear end of said rear portion of said member causing 
the discharge of water through said opening to be directed 
downwardly and forwardly, whereby, when said shutter 
is in lowered position, the jet from said nozzle received 
in said channel will be forced to pass through said open 
ing and thereby produce a force for rearward propulsion 
of the ship, a stationary housing secured on the outside 
of the rear wall of the ship about said nozzle, said for 
ward portion of said jet-directing member pivotally mount 
ed in said housing and enabling said member to have 
limited lateral swing with respect to said housing and 
nozzle, and steering means connected with said jet-direct 
ing member controlling the directional position of said 
channel with respect to said nozzle, whereby said steering 
means will serve to steer the ship during forward travel 
when said shutter is in raised position, and during rear 
ward travel when said shutter is lowered. 

3. In a ship propulsion mechanism including a water 
conduit having an outlet through the rear wall of the 
ship and an inlet located in the ship forwardly of the 
rear wall with pumping means in the conduit for produc 
ing a rapid ?ow of water therethrough, the combination 
of a jet-forming nozzle on the outside of the rear wall 
of the ship over the conduit outlet, said nozzle termi 
nating in a discharging tip, the axis of said nozzle tip in 
clined upwardly with respect to the center line of said 
conduit outlet, a jet-directing member, said member hav 
ing a tubular channel of varying internal diameter spaced 
beyond said nozzle tip for receiving and directing the jet 
from said nozzle, the minimum internal diameter of said 
channel being slightly greater than the inside diameter 
of said nozzle tip, a shutter pivotally mounted on said 
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member to swing up and down over the discharging end 
of said channel, means for operating said shutter, the 
bottom of said channel having an opening near the dis 
charging end of said channel, a ?ow-directing element 
connected with said opening and forming a downwardly 
and forwardly facing discharge nozzle with the lower ex 
ternal surface of said member causing the discharge of 
water through said opening to be directed downwardly 
and forwardly, whereby when said shutter is in lowered 
position, the jet from said nozzle received in said channel 
will be forced to pass through said opening and thereby 
produce a force for rearward propulsion of the ship, a 
stationary housing forming part of a hollow sphere se 
cured on the outside of the rear wall of the ship about 
said nozzle, said jet-directing member having a forward 
mounting portion located in said housing and forming 
part of a hollow sphere concentric with said housing, 
means securing said forward mounting portion of said 
jet-directing member in said housing for limited lateral 
swing with respect to said nozzle, and steering means con 
nected with said forward mounting portion of said jet 
directing member for controlling the directional position 
of said channel with respect to said nozzle, whereby said 
steering means will serve to steer the ship during forward 
travel when said shutter is in raised position and during 
rearward travel when said shutter is lowered. 

4. In a directional control device for a ?uid propulsive 
jet emerging from a converging nozzle, the combination 
comprising a support sleeve mounted for pivotal move 
ment at the exit of said converging nozzle on a sub 
stantially vertical axis, means for positioning said support 
sleeve whereby to control the direction of thrust from said 
converging nozzle, de?ector means movably mounted on 
said support sleeve, said de?ector means being movable 
from a forward position to a reverse position, said de?ec 
tor means being so con?gured that in the reverse position 
the said de?ector means directs the ?ow propulsive jet 
downwardly and in the direction opposite to that from 
which the said jet emerges from said nozzle, and means for 
moving said de?ector means independently of said support 
sleeve to reverse the thrust force of said ?uid propulsive 
jet by said de?ector means while maintaining control 
of the direction of thrust by means of said support sleeve. 
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